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Abstract — In this paper we propose a novel weighted semi-supervised clustering algorithm and then study on how to apply it in 
the problem of image segmentation. We explain how to obtain weights of the semi-supervised clustering algorithm using the 
number of unlabeled data samples and the number of data samples. After defining the data sample weights, the next task is to 
obtain the cluster labels by optimizing a contingency matrix, and then cluster labels can be randomly initialized and updated in an 
iterative mode. Afterwards, based on the weighted semi-supervised clustering algorithm, novel image segmentation is given. In our 
proposed method, each image is represented by a D-dimensional random vector, and each pixel is drawn independently from the 
mixture density. Next, experts are invited to evaluate the quality of image segmentation using the training dataset. Afterwards, 
each segment of the images in the training dataset is assigned a class label. Then, a one-to-one mapping function between mixture 
model components and the segment classes is defined. Furthermore, each pixel of an image is assigned to the labelled component of 
the mixture which has the highest posterior probability. Finally, the image segmentation result can be obtained using the class label 
of the mixture component. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed image segmentation algorithm can achieve both 
high segmentation accuracy and low computation cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image segmentation denotes a key problem in computer 
vision, and it is also refers to a process of allocating a label 
to each pixel in an image [1,2]. After segmenting an image, 
pixels with the same label may share similar characteristics. 
On the other hand, image segmentation can be regarded as 
partitioning of a specific image into several non-overlapping 
regions. That is, it is known as a low-level image processing 
technique which transforms an image into several regions 
for high-level image description according to visual 
features, salient objects, and background scenes [3-5]. 
Image segmentation refers to one of the most key and 
challenging tasks in computer vision and pattern 
recognition, which is also very helpful for many application 
fields, such as object detection, object recognition, image 
retrieval, scene analysis, medical image processing, and 
video surveillance. 

However, different segmentation approaches solve the 
same image in different modes and then different quality of 
segmentation results is obtained. Furthermore, parameters of 
image segmentation algorithms may be by the user in 
advance. But, each image may have its own optimal 
parameters, and fixed parameter settings are not suitable 

[6,7]. To obtain high quality segmentation results, 
appropriate parameters are needed for image segmentation 
algorithm. Considering there are no unsupervised 
algorithms for best parameters choosing, in this paper, we 
introduce the semi-supervised learning in image 
segmentation. 

As is well known that semi-supervised learning can 
combine prior knowledge in the unsupervised approach, and 
then the computing effectiveness can be promoted greatly 
without requiring a complete training dataset. Hence, this 
paper aims to enhance image segmentation results utilizing 
incomplete training datasets, that is, the proposed algorithm 
only need less manual analysis by experts than a supervised 
algorithm. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next 
section gives an overview of the related works about semi-
supervised clustering. Section 3 provides a weighted semi-
supervised clustering algorithm. Afterwards, section 4 
explains how to use the proposed weighted semi-supervised 
clustering algorithm for image segmentation. In section 5, 
experiments are conducted to make performance evaluation. 
Finally, the concluding section draws the findings from the 
analyses of the proposed algorithm. 
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II. RELATED WORKS 

The existing former image segmentation methods mainly 
focus on the following categories, such as thresholding [8], 
clustering [9-12], graph cuts [13], region split and 
merge[14], matrix decomposition based approaches [15] and 
partial differential equation based algorithm. Up to now, in 
the field of image segmentation, a wide variety of surveys 
have been done. 

Different from the above methods, in this paper, we focus 
on using Semi-Supervised learning in image segmentation. 
In recent years, Semi-Supervised learning has been proved 
to be an effective approach, and has been successfully 
utilized in many fields as follows. 

Meng et al. proposed a generalized organization of 
Heterogeneous Fusion Adaptive Resonance Theory, and is 
can be used in co-clustering of large-scale web multimedia 
documents. By extending the two-channel Heterogeneous 
Fusion ART to multiple channels, this theory is designed to 
solve multimedia data with an arbitrarily rich level of meta-
information.  

Calandriello et al. presented a new semi-supervised 
clustering algorithm using the information-maximization 
principle. Moreover, the proposed approach is 
computationally efficient because the clustering solution 
may achieve analytically through eigende composition.  

He et al. illustrated a new semi-supervised non-negative 
matrix factorization algorithm. This algorithm exploits the 
local structure of the data characterized by the graph 
Laplacian, and then the label information as the fitting 
constraints to learn is used as well. 

Baghshah et al. utilized a spectral embedding to learn a 
square matrix, in which the number of rows is the number of 
dimensions in the embedded space. Hence, this algorithm 
can achieve higher scalability than other methods.. 

Yu et al. propose a feature selection based semi-
supervised cluster ensemble framework for tumor clustering 
from bio-molecular data. Ben et al. solved the group 
extraction of LinkedIn users based on their profiles utilizing 
a semi-supervised clustering method with quantitative 
constraints ranking. Anand et al. proposed a semi-
supervised algorithm for kernel mean shift clustering, and 
this algorithm introduce pairwise constraints to implement 
the clustering process. Wang et al. presented a new 
framework by using the constrained pairwise data points 
and its neighbors and then it can naturally tackle constraint 
conflicts.  

However, the above studies have not considered the 
weights in semi-supervised clustering. Therefore, in the 
following parts, we will discuss how to design a weighted 
semi-supervised clustering algorithm. 

 

III. WEIGHTED SEMI-SUPERVISED CLUSTERING 

ALGORITHM 

Clustering technology can classify similar data points into 

same group. Assuming that  , 1, 2, ,iX X i n   , and 

iX  is a data sample. The aim of clustering is to obtain a 

partition  1 2, , , mC C C C  , and the following 

conditions should be followed. 
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Assuming that there are N  data sample points 

 1 2, , , NX x x x   with labels  1 2, , , Nl l l  in K  

clusters. For a given cluster kC , it has a prototype kc  and a 

category label kl . Values of category labels for all the data 

samples have the range of 

 0,1,2, , , 1,2, ,il Q i N    , in which the value 

il  of an unlabeled data sample is equal to zero. The weights 

of the semi-supervised clustering algorithm are defined by 
the following equation. 
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where parameter   is always equal or larger than zero, 

 0Num l   means the number of unlabeled data samples 

and  Num l c  represents the number of data samples 

which are labeled by c . Afterwards, for each cluster label 

kl , weight of the sample with index i  to a given cluster is 

defined as: 

   
k

k l
i w i                               (4) 

 
After defining the data sample weights, the next task is to 

obtain the cluster labels (denoted as  1,2, ,
K

l Q  ). 

Next, the contingency matrix is given as follows. 
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Through optimizing the above contingency matrix, labels 

of cluster could be randomly initialized and then be updated 
in an iterative way as follows: 
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where F  is the objective function we aim to maximize. 
Afterwards, weighs of sample belonged to clusters and 

cluster labels l  can be obtained. 
 

IV. THE PROPOSED IMAGE SEGMENTATION METHOD 

 
Supposing that I  refers to an image, and it is represented 

by a set of pixels  1 2, , , nI x x x  . Moreover, each 

image is denoted by a d-dimensional random vector 

 1 2, , ,i
dx x x x  , where n  is the number of pixels in 

the image. Furthermore, each image region r  satisfies the 

density function  r rp x  ,  1,2, ,r k  , where k  is 

the total number of regions in the given image. Hence, each 
pixel is drawn independently from the mixture density 
which is calculated as follows: 
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where r  means the mixture mixing rates which are not 

negative, and  i
r rp x   denotes the component density 

which is corresponding to region r  and   refers to a set of 

mixture parameters. 
 

 1 2 1 2= , , , , , , ,k k                        (8) 

 

where i  is the mixing proportion, which is related to the 

prior probability of each pixel in the 
thi  class. 

Using the above weighted semi-supervised clustering 
algorithm, some samples are randomly from the dataset. 
Afterwards, we invite some expert to evaluate the clustering 
results. If an image is segmented with high quality, experts 
allocate a label to each segment of this given image. 
Therefore, each segment of the images which are belonged 
to the training dataset has a category label. Furthermore, we 

suppose one to one mapping function between mixture 

model components and the segment categories. Symbol jc  

represents the thj  class. For the clusters of training image 

dataset, mixture parameters  , ,j j j ju    of category 

jc  can be obtained using its allocated cluster pixels as 

follows: 
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where the symbol jn  represents the number of pixels 

which is belonged to the thj  category 
Next, for a new image to be segmented, parameters 
,j j   should be calculated in advance as the initial 

parameters of the Gaussian Mixture Model to smooth 
convergence of EM algorithm. Considering the model 
parameters are calculated from a correctly segmented 
image, parameter j  can make the EM convergence to 

achieve the global maxima. 
In the end, using the above method, each pixels of an 

image to be segmented is allocated to the labelled 
component of the mixture that holds the highest posterior 
probability. Then, the image segmentation result can be 
obtained via the class label of the mixture component which 
has been allocated to the segmentation cluster. 

 

V. EXPERIMENT 

 
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to 

make performance evaluation. To make performance 
comparison, several image segmentation methods are 
utilized, such as PWT, DTIB, LGLD, Ncut. PWT (parzen 
window estimate) refers to a image segmentation method 
combines histogram with the Parzen window technique to 
estimate the spatial probability distribution of gray-level 
image values, and then propose a new criterion function. 
DTIB means a novel double-threshold image binarization 
approach using the edge and intensity information. LGLD is 
a new transition region extraction and thresholding 
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algorithm based on gray level difference. Ncut is a typical 
image segmentation algorithm, which regards the image 
segmentation problem as a graph partitioning problem, and 
then design a novel global criterion (denoted as the 
normalized cut) for segmenting the graph. 

The dataset we used in this paper is selected from paper, 
four types infrared images (“Tank”, “Sailboat”, “Airplane”, 
and “Moon”) with a small single object were exploited as 
testing samples. To objectively evaluate quality of image 
segmentation, some standard measures are used, which are 
1) ME, 2) FPR, and 3) FNR. ME denotes the mis-
classification error rate, and it is defined as follows: 
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              (12) 

 
where symbols oB  and oF  mean the background and 

the foreground for the ground truth image. Meanwhile, TB  

and TF  denote the background and the foreground in the 

segmentation result respectively. Particularly, lower value 
of ME denotes the better quality of image segmentation. 

FPR refers to the rate of number of background pixels 
which are wrongly classified to the total number of 
background pixels in the correctly segmented image. FNR 
represents the ratio of number of wrongly classified 
foreground pixels to the total number of foreground pixels 
in the in the correctly segmented image. Based on the above 
definitions, FPR and FNR are defined as follows. 
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Integrating the performance given by FPR and FNR, the 

quality of image segmentation can be demonstrated. 
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Figure 1. Performance comparison for different methods using “Tank” 
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Figure 2. Performance comparison for different methods using “Sailboat” 
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Figure 3. Performance comparison for different methods using “Airplane” 

To represent the overall performance of the given four 
types of images, we average all the experimental results in 
Fig.1 to Fig.4 (shown in Table.1). 

Integrating the above experimental results, we can see 
that for the above four types of images, our proposed 
algorithm perform best under the ME and FPR metric. For 
the FNR metric, our proposed is very close to the optimal 
performance. Therefore, the conclusions can be drawn that 
the proposed is the most effective approach for image 
segmentation. 

On the other hand, apart from the segmentation quality, time cost is another 
important factor for image segmentation. Furthermore, real-time 
segmentation is another goal of our work. To illustrate the computation 
cost of each method, we use the same computing platform to ensure 
fairness. The Thinkpad T430 is used as the experimental platform, which is 
made up of Core i5-3320M (2 Kerne, 2.60GHz, 3MB cache) processor, 
NVIDIA Optimus Graphics (NVS 5400M, orderbar mit 1 oder 2GB), and 
4GB memory. 
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Figure 4. Performance comparison for different methods using “Moon” 

 

TABLE I OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF THE ABOVE FOUR TYPES IMAGES 

 PWT DTIB LGLD Ncut The proposed algorithm 
ME 0.218215 0.365443 0.040877 0.511888 0.003369 
FPR 0.218905 0.35907 0.040139 0.511224 0.002995 
FNR 0 0 0 0.02485 0.040561 
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Figure 5. Computation cost of different methods 

As is shown in Fig. 5, PWT requires the highest time 
among all the methods, and the computation time of LGLD 

is the lowest. The time cost of our proposed algorithm is 
satisfied, because the performance of our algorithm is very 
close to the optimal one. The reason lies in that the proposed 
algorithm is belonged to semi-supervised learning, and the 
training time is lower than the supervised learning.  

Supervised learning requires a large scale of labelled 
training dataset, which needs high computation time, 
meanwhile, unsupervised learning cannot solve the problem 
of local traps. Furthermore, our proposed semi-supervised 
algorithm introduces prior knowledge to the unsupervised 
learning, and then it can promote the segmentation quality 
without labelled training dataset. 

To make the performance description more clearly, eight 
examples of the image segmentation are illustrated in 
Table.2. 

Table. 2 shows that our proposed algorithm can 
effectively segment images, especially it can precisely 
locate salient objects in images. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper focuses on the weighted semi-supervised 
clustering algorithm and utilizes it in image segmentation. 
The main innovations of this paper lie in that 1) we 
introduce the weights in traditional semi-supervised 
clustering algorithm, and obtain the cluster labels by 
optimizing a contingency matrix, and 2) each image is 

represented by a D-dimensional random vector, and each 
pixel is drawn independently from the mixture density. 
Using the proposed weighted semi-supervised clustering 
algorithm, image segmentation result can be obtained 
through the class label of the mixture component. 
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. 

TABLE II EXAMPLES OF IMAGE SEGMENTATION RESULTS. 

Original image After segmenting Original image After segmenting 
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